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A drop of essential oil, a spritz of perfume, a dab of cologne –
let the power of scent transform your mind, body and home

Y

Words ALEXANDRA FRIEND

our average day in
fragrance might go like
this. Wake up, mist on
something lovely, and…
well, unless there’s a
scented candle a bit later, that’s it. But, for
those in pursuit of a more gracious life
(aren’t we all?), there’s nothing quite so
transformative – or as easy to tap into –
as aroma. So why not make more of it?
“Perfumed life 24/7 is my motto – there’s
nothing like it in the world for creating
beauty and generating happiness,” says
perfumer Francis Kurkdjian, who purveys
scented bubbles, luxury laundry liquid
and aroma-infused leather goods,
alongside his eau de parfums. Inspired,
we asked some trusted experts how to
add dimension to our fragrance strategies…

AT HOME…

For perfumer Azzi Glasser, who created
the original Agent Provocateur perfume
and develops Bella Freud’s scents, home
fragrance is integral to interior design.
“Perfumed architecture is what I call it,”
she says. “We style our homes with colour,
so why not with scent?” Her Black Moss

candle, rich with oak moss and patchouli,
was created to give entrance halls
a nudge of grandeur, while Twisted Iris,
fresh with a vintage kick of sparkling
aldehydes, gives even the tiniest
bathroom a stately ’40s feel (both The
Perfumer’s Story By Azzi, £49 each).
And because freshly washed clothes
don’t smell freshly washed forever,
The Perfumer’s
Glasser keeps unboxed candles in
Story By Azzi Black
the bottom of her wardrobe to keep
Moss Candle, £49
mustiness at bay. At Red
Red, we’re recent
converts to scented drawer liners:
Kerzon Scented
Sachets, £8.99 for two
a daily glimpse of
at Nookshop.co.uk
Diptyque’s pretty
Rosa Mundi
Liners helps us
feel our lives,
not just our
lingerie, are in
perfect order.
Scented sachets
by Parisian brand
Kerzon are another
new love; we slip
these into drawers,
bags and pockets.
But far too beautiful »

Diptyque Rosa Mundi Liners, £45 for four
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BEAUTY

DS & Durga Pocket Perfume Oil in Debaser, £68

L’Artisan
Parfumeur
Hand-Carved
Provence Balls,
from £60

… AND AWAY

Diptyque
Hourglass
Diff user,
£100

Jo Malone
London
Home
Candle in
Pomegranate
Noir, £42

As well as travelling with two
scented candles (“in case anything
happens to one”), Glasser mists her
suitcase with perfume just before zipping
it shut, ensuring a cloud of something
comforting when she unpacks at the other
end. And despite her car’s regular cargo
of two sons, a dog and an assortment of
football boots, it stays fresh by way of
a wad of cotton wool dripped with scented
oil tucked into the ashtray compartment.
For Céline Roux, vice president of
global fragrance development of Jo
Malone London, candles are fi rst out
of the crate when moving home. “I give
every room its signature scent before I do
anything else,” she says, recommending
the Jo Malone London Home Candle
in Pomegranate Noir for warmth and
Green Tomato Leaf for freshness.
When travelling, she throws wrapped
hand soaps into her suitcase – a trick
also practised by Red’s beauty director
Annabel Meggeson. “And when I get to
the hotel, I always fill the tub with hot
water, add a few drops of essential oil
or cologne and hang my clothes in the
bathroom, so they lose their creases and
gain freshness. It makes all the difference.”

ON THE BODY
There are new ways to keep ourselves
effortlessly scented throughout the day.
Dab-on oils and rollerballs aren’t just
handier, but they also somehow seem
Jo Malone
London Home more intimate than a perfunctory spritz,
Candle in
reminding us that something as lovely as
Green Tomato self-scenting should feel ritualistic rather
Leaf, £42
than rushed. Aerin’s headily rosy
colognes (Aerin Rose Cologne
Frédéric Malle Hand
Collection in Garden Rose,
Soaps, £30 for three
Bamboo Rose and Linen
Rose) come in slender
rollerballs that are perfect
for small handbags, while
DS & Durga Pocket

Perfume Oil in Debaser has delicious
notes of fig, coconut milk and iris.
We’re also finding Jo Loves A Fragrance
Paintbrush surprisingly addictive – just
click up and sweep on, like you would
a concealer pen. “You can apply it on the
train or in the office without bothering
anyone else,” says brand founder Jo
Malone. “It’s just you and your fragrance.”
Azzi Glasser is another fan of having
your perfume with you at all times, so
she bottles her brand in a clutch-friendly
30ml. “My signature scent is my armour.
I reapply it three times a day, to the back
of my neck. The head is such an intimate
spot it feels special to wear perfume
there.” On those lines, Jo Malone
London launches Star Magnolia Hair
Mist this spring, with white blooms
and citrus notes that create the
prettiest scent every time you swish.

FOR THE SOUL

Aerin Rose
Cologne in
Wild Rose,
£21 each
for 6ml

Jo Loves
Red Truffle
21, A Bath
Cologne,
£60

Aromatherapy is more of a round-theclock proposition than ever before,
with portable new remedies allowing
us to access fragrance’s feel-good
factor wherever we are. “Every
time of day is a moment you can
maximise,” says This Works founder
Kathy Phillips. She’s made an enemy
of insomnia with some powerful sleep
remedies – we’d be lesser beings
without her Sleep Plus Pillow Spray
(£25) – and she’s now also making
mornings happier with the new Stress
Jo Loves A
Fragrance
Check range, designed to lower the
Paintbrush
cortisol spike that typically takes
Gel, £40
place 30 minutes after waking. With
grounding frankincense, calming
lavender and head-clearing eucalyptus, the
Jo Malone
Breathe In rollerball (£16) and Hair Elixir
London Star
(£25) make excellent desk companions, too.
Magnolia
Hair Mist,
Meanwhile, beauty big-hitter Elemis
£38 for 50ml
is launching an aromatherapy range,
designed to make mood enhancement
effortless. The carefully formulated
candles, perfume oils and elixirs
contain high-quality essential oils
with a proven ability to address
a range of emotional needs; they
Elemis
include Sleep, Fortitude and Clarity.
Sleep Bath
Conjuring inner strength has never
And
been easier
Shower
Find 10 more clever ways
Elixir, £55
– or as
to scent your day at
for
100ml
aromatic. e
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for wardrobes are L’Artisan
Parfumeur’s hand-carved
Provence Balls and
Diptyque’s Hourglass
Diffuser, which releases
an hour’s worth of scent
with every turn.
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